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McClure highlights Homecoming win
by Sieve Quinn
assistant sports editor

Brian McClure might want to
consider practicing only two
days a week for the remainder
of the season. Last week he only
practiced Thursday and Friday
and had the best game of the

season while defeating Western
Michigan, 34-7 on Saturday.
Of course, we can't forget the
defense. It received lust as
much praise by both head
coaches as McQure's performance. No one hero could be
found on the field.
McClure practiced just two

Homecoming victory
Bowling Green's Brian McClure throws one

days for a reason. He suffered a
strained shoulder in the fourth
quarter of the Toledo game
which took place 10 days ago.
His status was questionable at
the beginning of the week.
With this in mind, WMU coach
Jack Harbaugh expected the
Falcons to move the ball on the

ground instead of concentrating
on the air attack.
"I didn't think they would pass
that much," Harbaugh said? "If
he is any better than that, he
should be outlawed from the
league.
"You have to give a lot of
credit to Brian McClure, he said.

"He makes the game look easy.
He has matured and is getting
better every year."
The junior completed 29
passes of 38 attempts, a 76.3
percentage, for 347 yards. He
only needs one more attempt to
break Gene Swick's (former UT
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of his 38 passes in Saturday's game against Western Michigan. McClure finished the

earned Mid-American Conference Player ot-the-week tor the second time this year. Ihe Falcons

quarterback) MAC record of 556
yards.
For the second time this season McClure earned the MidAmerican Conference Player-ofthe-Week. He collected the same
honor three weeks ago against
Miami.
And if that isn't enough, one of
McClure's completions was to
himself. After having a pass
batted in the air by a Bronco
defender, McClure grabbed his
first career reception.
Even after having his best day
statistically he refused to take
all of the, or even partial, credit.
"The trainers did a great job
of keeping my arm loose," McClure said. "The guys up front
did a super job. They didn t want
me to get hit. (Joe) Boxley,
Mark (Dowdell), and Stan
(Hunter) made some great
catches. That helped me out a
lot. It builds up my confidence
after practicing just two days."
The only blemish on his record
was an interception on the first
possesion of the game. With
middle guard Jack Giarmo putting on pressure, McClure lofted
the ball into Roy Swoape's
hands. Swoape returned the ball
50 yards to the BG eight yardline.
A stingy BG defense allowed
the Broncos to only go as far as
the three before Mike Prindle
would miss a 21-yard field goal
attempt.
While McClure would continue
to move the offense successfully
down field, Falcon drives would
continue to end in WMU territory, resulting in no points.
With 2:32 remaining in the
first half, Gehad Youseff gave
the Falcons their first points
with a 29-yard field goal.
Dean Bryson caused Dave
Arendsen to fumble on WMU's
38-yardline, and Troy Dawson
recovered. The Falcons did not
waste this opportunity and on
• See Football, page 7

^
game with 347 yards, a season best, and

defeated th. Broncos 34-7.

Research-sponsoring center funded by grants
by Mary Jo McVay
news editor

A center on campus which has
nothing to do with classes has
received more than $1 million in
grants over the last four years.
The Social Philosophy and
Policy Center, which was relocated on Troupe Street just
north of WBGU-TV over the
summer, has been in existence
for four years, but operating for
only three years, according to
Ellen Frankel Paul, research
director and professor of political science.
She said the first year was

spent planning and applying for
grants necessary for operation.
John Ahrens, assistant director, said, "We are a research
institution. We do research on
public policy issues, principles
or ethical foundations of public
policy, economic regulations,
environment."
The center publishes "Social
Philosophy and Policy," a journal issued twice a year and
geared to the academic community. Each issue deals with a
specific topic, Ahrens said.
It also puts out an original
paper series and monographs,
short books on public policy

geared to public policy professionals.
HE SAID the center sponsors
research by actively seeking
nts and distributing money,
ten helps disseminate research findings through its publications.
"We are a sort of conduit or
clearing house for this sort of
thing," Ahrens said. "We coordinate a lot of research, bring
together other academics, provide ther.i with a forum."
Ahrens said the Social Philosophy and Policy Center is supported by the University and

external funding through
grants.
Paul said $ 1 million is a lot of
grant money for a center of this
kind. "If you go by how much
money we've raised, we're the
largest center run by philosophers in the country and that's
good for the University," she
said.
Paul said she thinks the Social
Philosophy and Policy Center is
important to the University in
other ways, as well.
Basil Blackwell, the Oxford,
England, firm that publishes the
center's journal, is the major
publisher of philosophy and eco-

nomics journals in the world.
Paul said this gives added exposure to the University and its
philosophy and political science
departments.
THE CENTER also sponsors a
distinguished scholars program
which brings famous figures to
campus.
"We attract to the University
world-renowned figures in philosophy, political science and
law, Paul said.
For instance, Antony Flew
will be visiting the University
one semester a year for three

years beginning the spring of
1986. Paul said Flew is a very
well known British ethics and
political theorist.
While at the University, he
will be doing research and working on books.
The center hopes visiting
scholars will be utilized by other
departments for guest lectures
and discussions, she said.
She said the center and other
offices like it add to the University's status as a graduate institution.

U.S. Information leaked

Air eavesdropping fought BGSCI to turn 75 in '85
tive, NNSDD 145, which was prepared by the
National Security Council staff.
The $10 billion space shuttle program, designed
for scientific, military and satellite-delivery uses,
involves hundreds of manufacturers across the
country. Communication between the government
and private industry is extensive.
"A gathering of all those kinds of conversations
"There's a problem," said J.C. Sharp, deputy provide an adversary with relief from spending
chief of information policy at the National Secu- billions of dollars of research and development,
rity Agency. "There is so much information out Sharp said.
The Soviets frequently have denounced the
there on the air waves being picked up and used to
shuttle program as military in concept.
the detriment of the United States."
The Challenger ended an eight-day Earth obserThe directive, signed by Reagan on Sept. 17,
seeks to reduce the loss of both government and vation mission Saturday. During its 132 orbits,
private industry information. One of the solutions mission control in Houston commanded a radar
under consideration is installing some 500000 camera, able to look beneath land and ocean
special telephones with safeguards against elec- surfaces.
AVIATION WEEK & Space Technology magtronic surveillance.
Sharp said telephone interceptions and micro- azine said in its current edition that the Chalwave and satellite transmissions were the two lenger astronauts used their Large Format
primary concerns. "The proposal is to provide an camera to photograph the area of Sverdlovsk,
Inexpensive and user-friendly secure telephone where a major nuclear accident is believed to
instrument that would provide privacy between have occurred in the winter of 1957-58.
Reagan's directive establishes a steering group
the sender and the recipient," he said.
drawn from the State, Treasury and Defense
A WHITE HOUSE official, who spoke on condi- departments, the attorney general's office, the
tion he not be identified, confirmed a New York Office of Management and Budget and the Central
rimes report that Reagan had signed the direc- Intelligence Agency, the White House official said.
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, acting on intelligence reportsthat the Soviet Union
and other nations are picking up sensitive information about the space shuttle and other U.S.
programs through eavesdropping, has set up a
Cabinet-level group to try to stem the flow, officials said yesterday.

The University will be celebrating its 75th anniversary
during the 196546 academic
year.
A special planning committee, chaired by Larry Weiss,
assistant vice president for
alumni affairs, is generating
a series of activities to commemorate the University's
founding in 1910.

he year-la
observation will highlight the
University's history, academic purpose and future.
The celebration will end at
the May 10,1986 commencement.
"We nope to accomplish
two things with our celebration " ne said. "First, we
would like to reflect on what
fine accomplishments BG has
had in its 75 years, and secondly, we would like to show
what a bright future BG has."

"I think the plans are going
very well," Weiss said. 7'The
planning committee met numerous times last spring and
has been meeting in the fall to
organize events. We are accomplishing a lot"
The anniversary year will
be kicked off at the 1985 general faculty meeting with the
president's "state of the University" address early next
fall semester.

THE OFFICIAL 75th anniversary of the University's
chartering is Nov. 10, 1985,
and an academic convocation
is being planned for that day.
Even though special programs are being planned,
much of the celebration will
be incorporated into existing
programs and events, according to Weiss. For example, all
1985 Homecoming activities
will be focused on the anni-

by Ron Fritz
reporter

versary theme.
A subcommittee, headed by
Mark Kelly, director of University Bands, will be looking
at 1985-86 campus events to
see how the events can utilize
the anniversary theme, Weiss
said.
The University's first college, the College of Education, will be given special
attention as will the College of
Business Administration, observing its 50th anniversary
in 1986.
He said a special anniversary logo and slogan will be
developed by the planning
committee to appear on University publications and any
other items where a logo
would be considered appropriate.
"We would like for this to
be a total University celebration," Weiss said. "Students, alumni, faculty and
staff are all a very important
part of this celebration.-
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A people on the border of war

-Editorial—
The politics of a walled society
Duarte pleas peace
by Dave Mlnthorn

Ruben Zamora, vice president of the Democratic
Revolutionary Front and a political ally of
leftist guerrillas fighting the El Salvadoran government, arrived in San Salvador Sunday with a goal
in mind.
"We want dialogue," he said. "We want peace
and democracy for El Salvador."
Zamora and the DRF President Guillermo Ungo
are meeting with El Salvadoran President Jose
Napoleon Duarte for the first time in an effort
aimed at ending the country's five-year civil war.
During those five years the United States has
pumped more than $1.4 billion in economic and
military aid into the country, which is merely the
size of the state of Massachusetts. Only Egypt and
Israel receive more American tax dollars in aid
than El Salvador.
The war has cost 50,000 Salvadoran lives, not
including the lives of 10 Americans who have been
killed there, among them four Catholic nuns.
The nation's history over the past five years has
been marked by stories of violence and murder.
Bloodshed has come from both sides of the political
spectrum.
\
However, in the face of all this murder and
violence Duarte has appealed for peace in an effort
to give his opponents a chance to win "peace
through the ballot, not bullets."
We can only applaud his brave effort in search of
peace. Duarte has said he will not surrender half
his power to his rebel opponents but will give them
a chance to win it all through the democratic
process.
With the meeting this week, he is showing his
intentions are more than words and that he looks
for peace.

Frat. boys are not
such anobel bunch
by Steven Kopperhaven
Occasionally when I am in a
more biting mood I'll criticize
fraternities (if a member is
around). They are usually quick
to respond to my affront on their
time-nonored traditions of alcoholism and wealthiness.
How quickly they remind me
that more than just a social
organization lies beneath that
all too collegiate facade presented by our friends the fratboys. To get right down to it, I
think fraternities should be put
to work ... in chain gangs.
If they are as wise and wonderful as they seem, why must
they defend themselves so ferociously? Also, if a frat is such a
wonderful group to be a part of,
why do they have to recruit with
free beer, food, and sparkly
promises? Every time I eat in
an on-campus cafeteria there is
at least one sign on every table
concerning some whoop-do-doo
fraternity pig chase or something like that.
In order to be fair, I'll mention
the good points about frats . . .
well...
No, really, (I'm sorry). For
one, they provide services and
jobs. Think about what that poor
Miss BGSU would do if they
didn't crown her every year?
She'd probably join a convent
for ex-sexpots with all the other
Miss BGSU's and pray for the
return of True Americanism.
Also, where else can be traced
the quality methods of selecting
members for acceptance into
the hallowed court of whatever
frat it is we're discussing here?
Hey, I'm serious. I think I'd be
really tested in my skills as a
brother if I was dumped (blindfolded) out of a car with a quart
and a quarter and told to find my
way home. That's a real test of
wisdom, I think.
Fraternities also serve a desEerately needed artistic funcon. Consider their sidewalk
Latin lessons and "rock" art
seminars (once or twice a week)
.... (same rock, different
letters): their expressive style

(K'a is #1) is beyond compare.
Unforgettable phrases like "OX
digs K'a" truly reach the soul of
all who witness. I wonder how
many years of practice it takes
to write a really good tape sign
on the sidewalk. What do they do
in the rain, anyway?
As far as being drunk and
lazy, well . . . there's just no
doubt about it: frat folk are
really up on the times; they're
on the pulse of society. In keeping with the latest dike-breaking
trends, bathtub races were held
a few weeks ago. It warms the
heart to see those little Geeks,
er, Greeks paddling back and
forth, back and forth, across a
murky pond in a bathtub in an
innertube.
Now about this alcohol stuff.
Why, I once even criticized the
amount of beer consumed in a
frat. I was quite promptly set
straight when a rather (semi)
intelligent looking lad told me
that dorms drink a lot more beer
than frats. How could I have
been so dense? It is surprising
that a 400 person dorm actually
consumes more beer than a
thirty-man frat, isn't it?
The Glrieeks also contribute
to commerce. At the recent
"highlight of the year" event
(the Mud tug), around three hundred Greeks drank $600 odd
worth of beer, purchased some
$980 worth of T-shirts and soiled
enough clothing for several decades of Tide commercials.
So really I have nothing bad to
say about frats at all, do I? Just
good, clean, overwealthy,
spoiled, hedonistic, alcoholic
youths. The backbone of America. Our future congressmen.
Truly a rare breed of successful
losers. The old "I don't-need-towork-beca use-my-parents-do''
crowd. Deep question for the
day: Does this shirt go with
these shorts or not? Let's hope
they always stay the same. (God
Bless 'Em)
Stephen Kopperhaver is a
sophomore music performance
major from Springfield, Ohio.
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The drama of scores of East
Germans taking refuge in West
Germany's embassy in Prague,
eager to emigrate to the west,
underlines rising discontent just
as the Communist authorities
are hailing the nation's 35th anniversary.
A tightly controlled society,
East Germany has shown few
signs of wavering from a proMoscow political path taken in
1945 when the Red Army arrived
on the ashes of defeated Nazi
Germany.
The country made an impressive recovery from wartime
devastation and now ranks
among the world's 10 most industrialized countries, with the
highest living standard in the
Soviet bloc.
A virtual pariah until the
early 1970s, existing in the
shadow of bigger and richer
West Germanv, East Germany
now has diplomatic relations
with 125 countries, including the
United States, and has shimmering achievements in sports and
science.
At the lavish Oct. 7 anniversary festivities in East Berlin,
Communist party officials
boasted of a "relationship of
trust" with the nation's 17 million citizens.
In massive displays of patriotism, some 300,000 young people
paraded with torchlights
through the city, and troops
goose-stepped along Karl Marx
Avenue followed by waves of
Soviet-built tanks and missiles.
But behind the flag-waving
and slogans, the carefully
staged pledges of loyalty to Moscow, government officials were
plainly stung by the newest case
of East German citizens determined to leave their homeland.
Predictably, the state-run
East German media has made
no mention of the situation in
Czechoslovakia but the embarrassing developments could not
be kept secret.
West German television and
radio broadcasts, which are received in most of East Germany, gave heavy coverage to
the bid tor asylum by about 140
East Germans.

The East German people appear
to feel considerable pride In the
country's postwar achievements
while chafing under the reins of
Communist society.

Major complaints include: political regimentation under a
one-party system; shortages of
foods, consumer goods and hous-

ing; worry about industrial pollution; frustration over the
deployment of Soviet nuclear
missiles on their territory; discrimination against Christians;
and the government's refusal to
permit tourism to non-Communist countries.
Some 400,000 Soviet troops are
stationed in the country, backed

by the 180,000-member East
German armed forces. Together
they guard the world's best-fortified frontier which exists primarily to keep citizens from
fleeing to the West.

Let's bleed the
middleclass again

America's greatest threats:
capitalism, lower inflation,
higher employment, lower interest rates, the respect of the
world, and most of all, those
people with comfortable lifestyles, heaven forbid. God help
us all if Reagan is re-elected
and the most prosperous period
of economic growth in fifty
years shoul d continue!!!

David Minthorn is an Associated Press correspondent
based in Frankfurt.

Letters
Reagan's hard line
vs. Mondale soft line
With all the politics buzzing
around campus lately, it has
been extremely hard not to ask
some questions*about where our
government is and where it is
going. I am an independent
voter because I am now brimming with distrust for each of
the two major candidates. Ronald Reagan has continuously
dodged the issues in his campaign thus far being contented to
hide behind his patriotic poses
and the glamour of such events
as the Olympics. His track record is also not very impressive
with the deficit steadily increasing because of Government
spending. I am apprehensive to
find out what is up his sleeve for
the next four years.
Mondale, on the other hand, is
much too timid to hold on to the
distinguished office of the President and is much too idealistic to
survive in modern day politics
as a great leader. I must admit
that his ideas sound great, but
they are not realistically feasible right now or in the near
future.

What really upsets me with
the party system is that there
are too few choices for the people to choose from. This election
year forces America to make a
choice between the ultra-conservatism of Reagan, or the radical
liberalism of Walter Mondale. I
do not think it an amibiguous
statement to say that the majority of the people in this country
lean more toward the "middleof-the-road" politically and it is
a damn shame that they must
choose from such dramatic policies.
To me, this election is all but a
lost cause. I refuse to cast my
vote for a candidate that I do not
agree with, and I will not compromise my opinion as many
will do this year for the "lesser
of the two very malicious evils"
we see in Mondale and Reagan.
Both candidates are very rough
road ahead for our great county.
I only hope that someday soon a
suitable leader will emerge and
do for American what America
needs done.

Jay Curtis Rosen
107 Conklin Hall

ANOTHER AMERICAN pfi&IP£NTj
SCWE SCHOOL, THIS TIME...

Seeing as the BG News has
taken to printing rhetorical letters bursting with propaganda,
they might as well print this
rebuttal to Matt Mahoney's letter which was run in the Oct. 4
issue.
I am in favor of bleeding the
middle and upperclasses of their
hard earned money in order that
lazy welfare bums can continue
to sit around all day drinking
beer and watching game shows.
I am also in favor of higher
taxes. Much higher taxes, in the
pathetic hope that raising taxes
without cutting spending will
lower the deficit. I would also
love to see the return of runaway
inflation. Therefore, Mondale is
my candidate.
Mondale's innovative defense
policy, passivity, is the most
creative way to allow the communist plague to engulf this
hemisphere that I have ever
heard. Viva Mondale, let socialism and communism abound.
I'm sorry Mr. Mahoney, but I
must stand with Mondale. Let's
elect Fritz and fight against

Scott T. Barr
2MSAE

A vote for Ron
is a vote for US
In regard to Matt Mahoney's
Oct. 4 editorial)?). I have to
question his problems with the
Reagan administration. In his
1980 campaign, President Reagan well defined his foreign and
domestic proposals to regain our
national strength and pnde, and
he has stuck to that policy.
But maybe we should vote for
our leftist friend, Fritz. After all,
the Russians are backing him,
why shouldn't we?
Chris Corbett
150Manville

Local
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Homecoming king,
queen thank friends
This year's Homecoming king
and queen remembered the students are the ones to thank for
their election.
Timothy Kime Jr., king and
senior radio-television-film major, said being chosen as a member of the Homecoming court
was an honor.
"I was very appreciative of
just being nominated. It was a
very big nonor for me," Kime
said. He added the experience
was very uplifting because of all
of the encouragement he received.
"What really made it worth it
was the support of my friends
and family.Treally should thank
them because I owe it to them,"
Kime said.
Sandra Stevens, queen and
senior radio-television-film major, said she was "very surprised and excited" when her

name was anounced as Homecoming queen.
"I DIDN'T believe it - just
kept saying 'No way, no way,' "
Stevens said.
She said she did not think she
would win because she did not
campaign as much as the other
candidates.
"I kept seeing friends that told
me that they wanted me to win
but they forgot to vote," Stevens
said. "That made me think that
I really didn't have a chance. It
was quite a surprise."
She also thanked the people
that voted for her.
Kime and Stevens were
elected Friday from among five
men and five women in the
Homecoming Court. That field
was narrowed from the 42 who
applied for the court.

rDateline
Sandra Stevens and Timothy Kime
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ALL MINI SKIRTS &
WALKING SHORTS

The Athletic Band (which plays for the Basketball and
Hockey games) and three Concert Bands are being
organized for the second semester. There will be a
meeting on Monday, Oct. 22 in Room 1012 of the College
of Musical Arts at 4:00 PM for anyone wishing to be in
Athletic Band. Students interested in participating in a
concert band are invited to stop in the Band Office,
Room 1010 or telephone 372-2186 for specific audition
(where required), registration and performance schedule information.
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One Urge One Item
Pizza

20%
HOURS

&m. in Kobacker Hall in the
oore Musical Arts Center.
Tickets are free with a University ID.
Theater - "Story Theater"
will be presented nightly
through Oct. 20 at 8 p.m. in
Joe E. Brown Theater in University Hall. Admission is $1.

Tuesday, Oct. 16
Student Exchange - National
Student Exchange will hold
an informational meeting at
4:30 p.m. in the Town Room
of the Union.
Artist Series - Mime Greg
Goldston will perform at 8

FREE DELIVERY

L
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i
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JIM SCHERK

Denim fads come and go, but you'll always want your
Calvins close to you. Slip on a new pair now, only 24.99.

Candidate for Congress
Has invited Delbert Latta to debate the
issues on
Tues., October 16th
^m:mmmmmmmmm 8:00 p.m. W

*:»-North East Common's *
BGSU Honor Student Association,;
Campus Democrats and Sponsors of]
the Debate invite you to attend!
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Collect a
set NOW!

Delivered to
your door. . .
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WEDNESDAY
Spaghetti
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352-7571
Free Delivery horn 11 am Deity
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Crosswalks: Who has the right of way?
by Benjamin Marrison
staff reporter

Many students believe they
have the right of way in campus
crosswalks. They are wrong.

Dean Gerkens, assistant director of Public Safety/Police,
said the right of wav belongs to
the driver. "Most of the drivers
do stop out of courtesy, but legally they don't have to," Ger-

Z

sai

The biggest problem arises
between classes, when there is
"so much student traffic on
Ridge Street that cars cannot
move," Gerkens said.
Campus police have been getting a large number of com-

Photo/Pete Vodzis

Ped's beware

Crosswalks, like the one next to Prout Hall, are not marked as to who has the right of way, pedestria ns or
automobiles.

plaints from drivers saying they
cannot get anywhere because of
students. "Sometimes traffic is
backed up as far as two blocks,"
Gerkens said.
There have not been any serious problems with crosswalks,
but "two or three times each
year someone gets hurt in one of
the crosswalks," Gerkens said.
He said although the driver
has the right of way, "nine out of
10 times the driver will be cited
if there is an accident."
The only time the driver is not
at fault is when the student
"blatantly" walks into the path
of an on-coming automobile, he
said.
"THE DRIVER has to have
time to react to the student,"
Gerkens said. "If the student
runs into the crosswalk without
looking, he is at fault, not the
driver."
Another crosswalk which has
been the topic of discussion is on
Thurstin Street. The driver has
the right of way there, also,
Gerkens said.
Steve Onder disagrees. Onder,
senior sports management major, recently was cited by a
Bowling Green city police officer for not yielding to a pedestrian on Thurstin and paid a $55
fine.
Bowling Green Police Lt. William Fox said, "Technically, the
driver has the right of way, but

the way the law is set up, the
driver is being asked to let the
person cross.
Onder was told he was cited
because the pedestrian was still
in the walk and he went around
him.
Fox explained, "Once they are
in the street, the driver should
not cross the crosswalk. If somebody's out there, you just don't
run them over."
Onder said he was "no where
near running him over."
ALTHOUGH NO one has been
run over recently, the city traffic commission is looking at
proposals to ease the problem on
Ridge Street.
"The Traffic Commission has
been looking at this for some
time," Gerkens said. "They are
going to do something about the
Kroblem in the near future opefully."
The proposals include posting
signs stating the possibility of a
15 to 20-minute wait for drivers
while students cross, assigning a
Slice officer to the area on
dge Street, an overpass walkway, a tunnel or a stop light.
The only problem we have
run into (with the proposals) is
the question of funding," Gerkens said. "The University expects the city to pay for it and
the city expects the University
to pay for it."

BG sells
its old
Apples
The University is trying to
increase computer literacy
through the sale of personal
computers, according to Dick
Conrad, director of University computer services.
Conrad said the Board of
Trustees authorized contracts last spring for the sale
of IBM ana Apple personal
computers to private individuals at a discount.
"Our purpose is to promote
computer literacy among faculty, staff and students," he
said.
Conrad said the sales program, launched Oct. 1, offers
two seminars upon demand.
The first session is a product
overview. The second meeting is arranged to finalize the
sale.
IBM PERSONAL microcomputers and Apple Macintosh microcomputers are the
only systems the University
is authorized to sell, Conrad
said. The Apple system is
available at a 37 percent discount from retail prices; the
IBM, at a 30 percent discount.
Computer services provides only warranty service.

*********************************

"Bosses' Day
Special"
Assortment of Mugs
with either cut flowers
or foilage plants $10

Klotz
Flower
Farms
353-8381

For 65 reputable years
at the end of S. College

*

SKI

*
*
*

Steamboat
Jan 5-13

*

$27500 includes:
*
*
*
*
*

•
•
•
•
•

Lift tickets
Lodging at Timber Run Condos
Round Trip Transporation
Parties
Taxes & Gratuities

SIGN UP TODAY!
UAO Office 3rd Floor Union
$100 deposit required upon sign-up
For more informati on call 372-2343

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
#
*
*
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FESTIVAL SERIES

*
*
*

One of the greatest
guitarists in the world
today. In his hands
the guitar is noble,
sings and dances. Audiences listen in
hushed attention to his
spoken comments and
to his playing. An extaordinary event.
KOBACKER HALL
MON. OCT. 22,8:00
TICKETS: $11,9,7,5,3
CALL 372-0171

JULIAN BREAM

***********^c********************

SALE!
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39.99

Daily 8-8; Sat. 8-6
Sun. 10-5
No Appointments—Jus! Walk In!
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HA(H FASHIONS

PI RRYSBIiRf, BOWI \NC, GRTT.N
MAKKI THI.AC I
832 S. Main
207072 CimtMdr (NMI in Law Drugs)
8749825
3529763

MILTON'S
LADIES
NITE

Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right time. The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the
largest corporate data processing facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue Chip. Green light. State
Farm is one of America's leading
insurance companies. Through
innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's insurer, and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
Vbu'll receive expert training.
You'll work on state-of-the-art

data processing equipment Vbu'll
go as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Farm today.
Or visit the State Farm Recruiter. Our representative will
be on campus —10/30

STATt FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES Home Ottlcei Btoomlngton. llllno.1 An I Jquol Opportunity Employer

EVERY TUESDAY
FEATURING

LITTLE OTIS
The Upsetters

.
AND
Popsicles
ONLY $1.00
Apple Margaritas ONLY $2.00
Champagne Punch Only $1.50
ALL NITE LONG! !
n

IF YOU'RE 19 or OLDER
WE WANT YOU...
AT MILTON'S LADIES NITE!

t\' iMilioankee=
«*-' "It doesn't gel any better than ihis!

Th* »0* courtMy ol Bo* Nng QrMn B*v*rag« In".

leers come close, but drop a pair
by Steve Qulnn
assistant sports editor

Ferris State did a little bit of
everything in sweeping Bowling
Green's hockey team, 4-2, and 54 in overtime in last weekend's
opening series.
The Bulldogs scored shorthanded, powerplay, empty net,
five-on-flve and three-on-three
goals. They also relied on strong
goaltending from Rob Hughston
to shutdown the Falcons.
In Saturday's overtime game
he stopped BG 38 times, including is third period saves. Friday, Hughston recorded 32
saves, holding the Falcons to
just one third period goal while
stopping 20 shots.
Both nights he received first
star honors.
"It was a big series for me,"
Hughston said. "They've (BG)
scored 30 goals on me in the
past. This is my last year and I
wanted to stick it to them."
SATURDAY FSC forced BG
to comeback from a 3-0 deficit.
The Bulldogs scored three times
within the first 2:50 of the second
period.
FSC's first goal came when
defenseman Noel Caya's shot
from the point glanced off
Wayne Collins' pad and barely
crossed the netline. After the
goal, Collins hurt his own cause
when he protested the call and
was slapped with a delay of
game penalty which put the
sulldogs back on the power

""Be

came back with two
more, but that would be all until
the middle of the third period,
meanwhile BG started its
comeback.
Jamie Wansbrough began the
scoring at the 8:27 mark of the
second period, tipping in the
rebound off Hughston's pad
from Don Barber's shot from the
Ciint. Just over two minutes
ter George Roll brought the
Falcons within one. Both goals
came on a power play situation.
The Falcons picked up where
they left off in the second period
by scoring twice in third and
take a 4-3 lead. Barber, one of 11
freshman dressed for the series,
tied the game with his first collegiate goal. He also assisted on
BG's three other tallies.
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Bowling Green right wing George Roll (15) attempts to evade Ferris State's Ken Stelmach in
last weekend's series against the Bulldogs. Roll, a senior captain, scored three goals, two in

Paul Coutre knotted the game
at four allowing his team to send
the game into overtime. Then
3:27 into overtime, Graham
Craig, who was positioned in
front of the net, pushed the puck
by Collins after it took an awkward rebound off the board.
THE FALCONS did have two
5-3 power play opportunities, but
failed on both occasions.
Like Saturday, the Bulldogs
took a 2-0 lead on Friday with a

Spikers lose to
MAC's top teams
by Karl Smith
sports reporter

DE KALB, 111. - Bowling
Green faced the Mid-American Conference's top two volleyball teams last weekend
but couldn't knock off either
undefeated squad as Northern Illinois and Western
Michigan thwarted Falcon
upset bids.
NIU beat BG in four games
Saturday, but strong blocking
kept the match in question.
In game one, BG scrambled
back from an early deficit to
Eib a 7-5 lead with freshman
ura Cramer sparking the
offense. But, the Huskies patiently battled back to knot
the game at eight and surged
out to a lead of their own, 12-9.
Senior Tracy Livesey drove
home two attacks as BG tied
the game at 12 before NIU
stifled BG's offense to preserve a 15-12 Huskie victory.
A much quicker pace prevailed in the second game
with Cramer and freshman
Lynne Nibert pacing the Falcon attack. After a 7-7 deadlock, BG broke the game wide
open and triumphed 154.
WHILE THE Falcotjs' momentum could have s.wept
them through game three, BG
went into a shell as NIU won
15-4. Head coach Denise Van
De Walle has seen her team
do this before.
"I don't know why we won a
15-9 game - almost dominating the game - and then lose
when we should be riding the
momentum of our win,''she
said.
BG gave NIU a run for the
money in game four. Junior
Deb Hopkins, who had been
consistent all night, teamed
with Cramer to spark the
Falcon offense.
Hopkins and Cramer would
finish the night with a large
majority of BG's scoring attempts; Hopkins amassing 33
and Cramer totalling 42.
Because of outstanding
a against both NIU and
.Hopkins became the
first player in BG history to
' MAC player-of-the-week
The score was often close,

but NIU clung fiercely to an
early lead. The Falcons
surged out i 9-7 lead on a
scoring block y Cramer and
Nibert
NIU rallied to a 11-8 lead
but Hopkins' strong net play
pulled BG even at 12. Unfortunately, the Huskies fired
three aces to put BG away, 1512.
"We're very comparable to
Northern but they're 8-0 and
we're 4-4," Van De Walle
said. "They have some intense competitors."
WMU SHOWED a lot more
than intesity in Friday's contest. The Broncos carried a
15th national ranking into the
match and beat 10th ranked
Purdue early last week.
WMU rolled through the
first two games, 15-3, 15-1.
According to Van De Walle,
tenative play led to the Falcons'demise.
"We came out nervous; we
weren't confident that we
could beat Western Michigan," she said. "When we got
to game three, it was do or die
and we pulled a comeback."
And comeback the Falcons
did. fighting point-for-point
with the Broncos as the teams
traded leads. Hopkins' again
helped carry the Falcons.
She did not shoulder the
burden alone, however. Nibert, who had seen very limited action this fall, replaced
an injured Lisa Berardinelli
and turned in a stellar performance.
"Lynne Nibert stepped in
against the two top teams in
the MAC and played well, she
had at least nine blocks for
the weekend," Van De Walle
said.
Nibert and Hopkins helped
BG even the ledger at 12 but
would score no more as the
Broncos won. 15-12.
The pair of weekend losses
drops BG into a fifth place tie
in the MAC but Van De Walle
says her squad is ready to
face the second half of the
season.
"The girls aren't depressed, they're anxious for
this week," she said. "We're
at the midway point in the

reww-Mlatt." ,

three-on-three goal by Caya,and
shorthanded goal by Jody Hennigar.
Roll did all the Falcons' scoring with two goals, netting them
in the second and third periods.
The senior captain received BG
head coach Jerry York's nomination for Central Collegiate
Hockey Association Player-ofthe-Week. But that was not what
counts for Roll.
"Those goals are secondary,"

Friday's game, and one in Saturday's game, was named BG's Player-of-the-Week. The
Falcons lost both games, 4-2 and 5-4 in overtime.

Roll said. "The important thing
is to win. I thought we made
Eirogress each period. It was a
ough one to lose."
Caya scored the winning goal
with the a shot from the right
point that worked its way by
goaltender Gary Kruzich. 'That
puck had to have eyes to get in
the net," York said.
Caya finished the series with
three goals and an assist, earning second star honors in the

first game.
Rod Schluter capped the Bulldogs scoring with an open net
goal with one second remaining.
This is the first time in three
years that BG has lost both
Cies in a home series. The last
e was against North Dakota
when the Fighting Sioux defeated the Falcons, 6-4 and 6-3.
It was also the first time FSC
beat the Falcons since the 198081 season.

"I was generally pleased with
our overall play, York said
"It's going to be a long learning
process. A lot of players showed
some nervousness our there
which is not surprising."
FSC head coach Dick Bertrand sees a great deal of promise in BG's young team. He
praised BG's freshman and
compared their potential to last
years squad, which lost 12 key
players.

NCAA bid chances reduced

BG soccer team blanked, 1-0
by Tom Reed
sports reporter
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Bowllng Green's Kurt Davis brings the ball down field In Saturday's game against Oakland University. Davis
or any other Falcon soccer player was able to put the ball in the net as BG lost. 1-0.

Bowling Green's soccer team
had hoped to use Saturday's
match with Oakland University
as a stepping stone in its bid for
an NCAA playoff berth. Instead,
it turned into possibly the Falcons' final stumbling block.
"This is our most frustrating
loss of the year," fullback Tod
Johnson said. "This could have
been a great opportunity for us
to build up m
momentum especially after iy 8 Akron, but now
were back in the hole again."
The 1-0 loss to the Division II
Pioneers at Mickey Cochrane
Field drops the Falcon mark to
5-8-1 and virtually eliminates
them from post season play.
Despite the outcome. BG
completly outplayed Oakland,
which is locacted in Rochester,
Mich. The Falcons outshot the
Pioneers 19-10 and had an even
larger edge in territorial play.
But, as the case has been all
season, BG hasen't capitalized
on its chances.
"We had many opportunities,
but we were unlucky today," BG
head coach Gary Palmisano
said. "I thought we played one of
our best games, we just couldn't
put the ball in the back of the
net.
THE FALCONS bad luck was
epitomized by several bad
breaks which cost them dearly.
Just two minutes into the
match, Falcon striker Bert
Westin was denied BG's best
scoring chance of the day.
Westin lofted a shot over Oakland goalie Paul Larkin, but the
ball hit the crossbar and carommed out of play.
Six minutes later BG was
victimized again, this time by a
referee's judgement call on the
lone Pioneer goal.
At the 8:01 mark OU striker
Meally Freeman took a pass
from Gray Haizel and drilled a
shot which Falcon goalie Kim
Bucher deflected. As the ball
slowly rolled toward the goal,
Johnson attempted to kick it out
of danger when he was tripped
from behind by Haizel. The ref* See Seccer, page 6
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Soccer from page 5
eree failed to call the trip a foul
and OU led 1-0.
"He tripped me from behind
there's no way the ref should not
have called that a foul," Johnson said. That goal should have
never been allowed.
And while no foul was called
on the Pioneer goal, late in the
game a potential Falcon tying
goal was nullified.
OFF A CORNER kick, the
ball was played into a crowd of
players in front of Oakland's
net. Falcon fullback Pat Kenny
gained possession and kicked it
into the goal, but the official
called BG for charging the net.
The Falcons were also slowed
since leading scorer Mark Jackson sat out most of the match
with a brusied knee which he
injuried in a collision early in
the game.
If the Falcon's have any hope
of making the playoffs they will
have to win all remaining eight
games. BG will host Wright
State tomorrow at 3:00 p.m.

Harriers have successful outing for Brodt
by Phillip B. Wilson
sports reporter

The stage was set for men's
cross country coach Mel Brodt.
In what will most likely be his
final year as coach, the Ohio
Intercollegiates were held Friday at Forrest Creason Golf
Course in Brodt's honor.
Both the men's and women's
teams participated in the largest cross country meet ever held
at Bowling Green, but Brodt's
harriers didn't win the new Mel
Brodt rotating trophy, finishing
third behind champion Miami
and runner-up Ohio University.
While the men had difficulty,
the women harriers easily defended their championship besting closest competitor Ashland
30-75. The Falcon women placed
all seven runners in the top 17
spots and four in the top 10.

The
1984 - 85
SIUDENT
0RGANEAH0NS DIRECTORY,
listing over 130 clubs,
groups and organizations,
is available NOW in
405 Student Services

Leading the way was junior
Sara Collas who won her race in
a time of 17:59 and senior Laura
Murphy who placed third at
18:07, despite feeling ill. Pat
Panchak came in seventh and
Cathy Schenkel eighth to round
out the lady harriers' All-Ohio
finishers.
"I'm glad the team ran really
good," Collas said."It was fun
and the crowd was great."

Alien R. Baldwin

CM

Park near Cedar Falls located in Logan, OH.

The next Falcon finisher, senior co-captain Dan Gruniesen
came in sixth, with a time of
24:51, 14 seconds faster than
sophomore Scott Wargo who
placed 11th. Although the meet
was held in Brodt's honor, he
admits his team still has a lot of
work to do if it hopes to win the
Mid-American Conference
Championship.
"I thought our first three ran
well but teamwise we have to do
better if we're going to beat the
two teams that were ahead of
us," Brodt said. "The next meet

The men's race went at a fast
pace as well with Falcon senior
Gaeten Girard holding a slight
edge at the three mile mark.
Miami's Roosevelt Chapman,
who combined with teammate
Gil Pierce for a one-two finish,

(iW> J.dT.rm)

Spend a weekend* camping in Old Man's

"I was testing myself at that
point, trying to pull away from
the field but I couldn't," Girard
said."Then at the four mile
mark, he (Chapman) took a
tight turn and I never was with
him after that. Rosie seemed to
be the only comfortable runner
out there today .... always in
control."

WOMEN'S HEAD coach Sid
Sink was satisfied with both the
overall team win and the efforts
of Collas.
"She ran a smart race," Sink
said. "When the time came to
move, she did. Overall teamwise, the race was went as we
expected, even though the pace
was a little faster than usual and
our team gap time was wide."

IS

Take A Break From
Civilization

passed Girard at the four mile
mark, leaving the top Falcon
finisher in third with a time of
24:39.
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Mel Brodt

"He's a super guy," Miami
coach Chuck Zody said. "You
alwavs hear about the football
coaches coining out of Miami
but he's probably the best coach
to ever come from there.
"I've known him from coaching for 25 years and he created
the fierce rivalry between us
and Bowling Green." Zody said.
"What can you say bad about a
Miami gracf."

RESUME

Commissioner
"A Hard Working Common SWIM
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We Serve:
• MANDARIN
• CONTONESE
• SZECHUAN

1, at Toledo. The men travel to
the Central Collegiates while the
women host Eastern Michigan.
Central Michigan, Michigan and
Michigan State in their last
home meet of the year.
Despite the loss, the fact that
the meet was held in Brodt's
honor brought many warm sentiments from runners and fellow
coaches.
"He's a great coach," Wargo
said "He makes you realize that
if you want to be good, it's there,
but you have to work for it. He
makes you want to run good for
him and when he says something, it hits home."

for

When you need to make
your best impression,
let us print your resume
-DATA SHEETSProfessional work at
reasonable prices. Stop in
and see our samples.

OPEN
SEVEN
DAYS
• COCKTAILS •

7 10 4

OTHER LOCATION

Tents will be provided by UAO

Mai. t CHINA CAT|

MARK PI CHINA GATE
MONftOI. MICH

For more information call the

Memo- Muh only

COST: $12.00

BOTH THE men's and women's teams have one meet remaining before the MAC
Championships held November

Baldwin

SUNr„T BUFFET

DATE: October 19-21

(Central Collegiates) will probably determine how the MAC
should go."

3 J .'S3 mi

UAO office at 372-2343.

12* CHESTERFIELD LANE. MAUMEE
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THE
COPY SHOP

352-4068
117 E. Court,
Bowling Green
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:30
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HYPNOSIS
i Can help you:

How to civilize 7a.m.
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I

- IMPROVED MEMORY,
CONCENTRATION, AND STUDY HABITS I
■ IMPROVED SELF-CONFIDENCE
• LOSE WEIGHT
• STOP SMOKING

WHOLE HEALTH ALTERNATIVES
313 Thurstin
352-8777
S¥:%:SSSJ
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The schedule may be less than civilized, but you don't have to be. Try a
warm cup of Cafe Francais. Smooth and creamy-light, it's a nicer way to
meet the morning. And just one of seven deliaously different flavors
from General Foods' ^HagoJiaMalltai^BtflMBBtfiMMti
International Coffees.

at
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GENERAL FOODS' INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR
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Tues. Ladies Night with Male fantasy
review. Doors open at 7:30 p.m.
show starts at 8:00 p.m. After
9:00 gentlemen allowed. From ««£
7:30-10:30 p.m. regular price for
** :mixed drinks is .75.
**&

Wed. Wildlife Wednesday 18 - over
crowd. From 8-9 p.m. the regular
price for mixed drinks is .50.

**|
**>
** ;

located just North of Bowling Green on Rt. 25
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(Continued from page 1)
the series' fifth play McClure hit
Dowdell to an eight-yard touchdown pass.
"We were fortunate to be as
close as we were in the first half,
Harbaugh said. "That's the
poorest we've played all year."
When it was time for the defense to take the field, like McClure, they had their share of
fun. They shutdown WMU's
weapon, Otis Cheathem, to just
21 yards in eight carries. Before
the game he was third in the
conference with 528 yards, averaging 105.6 yards.
"Mac (BG defensive coordinater Tim McConnell) had a
great scheme against what they
do," BG head coach Denny Stolz
said. "I can't tell what it was."
Whatever it was, it worked.
The Broncos' entire offense
netted 61 yards on the ground,
and 146 yards in the air. Quarterbacks Scott Smith and Steve
Hoffman were sacked five
times, the most sacks recorded
by a BG defense this year.
The defense even did a little
scoring of their own. On the
Broncos' third possesion in the

second half Dean Bryson took
Ardnesen pass out of his hands
and returned it for a 34 yard
touchdown, increasing BG's
lead to 17-0.
"I'm very happy with our defensive secondary,"Stolz said.
"They seem to be getting better
and better each week." In the
first four WMU possesions in the
second half, BG caused three
turnovers and eventually scored
on two of them.
It was not until the Falcons
had a 34-0 lead that WMU managed to put six points on the
board when Hoffman hit Cliff
Reed for a 13-yard TD pass. But
by then there was only 5:11
seconds remaining and they
only had one more possesion in
that time, good enough for a
minus three yards net as BG
defense did not want to see the
Broncos hit double figures.
The Falcons will be home next
weekend to take on Northern
Illinois. Last year BG lost to
NIU 24-23, preventing the Falcons from going to the California
Bowl.

Western Michigan defensive tackle M„k Garalczyk goeS to tackle Bowling Green running back Andre Jackson in 5,?^^™"'""°
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HYPNOSIS
LECTURE AND PRACTICAL USAGE DEMONSTRATION

Saturday, Oct. 20th 10:00 a.m.

HELP US CELEBRATE OUR GRAND OPENING AT:

admission: $1.00

Jim Luke: Hypnotherapist
WHOLE HEALTH ALTERNATIVES
313 Thurstln

(tICS BUILDING)

MILTON'S
ALL NEW

ON OCT. 17 WITH MOVIES, FREE POPCORN,
AND CARAMEL APPLES.
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

:nnn

6:30 - 11:30

111111111111111

.As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of
a Mach 2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier
or one of our other jets or helicopters. .And
you could do it by the time you're 23. But it
takes a special commitment on your part. We
demand leaders at all
levels. We teach you to
be one. tfyou're a freshman or sophomore, ask

HAPPY HOURS

I

EVERYTHING 1/2 PRICE!

about our undergraduate officer commissioning
programs. If you're a junior, check out our
graduate programs. Starting salaries are from
$17,000 to $23,000. And you can count on
going farther... faster.

&

FREE HORS D'OEUVRES

May tie you can be one of us.

1
;

425 EAST
W00STER
STREET

OPEN
I
PANTRY 1
FOOD MART
OPEN 24 HOURS

PH0NE.352-8723
Rijuljr. Out »f
Citftim Frit

COKE ■
or TAB I

$169

1*

■■■•It** Farm
HUE I HUGE

EGGS
CJKUTMUS
CM!

OPEN 24 HOURS
VV^TDELI SHOPPE
1 F/ZrisPECIALS;

| FRESH l)i) M l s • HOT FOOD TO CO • HOT COFFEE • PARTY TRAYS ■
SOUPS ■ SALADS • HOT CHOCOLATE ' BAGELS

BABY Delicious
Luscious MILD
Eckrich CHEDDAR SWISS
HARD
BOLOGNA CHEESE CHEESE ! SALAMI

OPEN 24 HOURS
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Utility revenues to fund city appropriations
by Don Lee
staff reporter

City Council last night passed
an ordinance appropriating an
additional $51,387.25 for the
city's "current expenses and
other expenditures" for the 1984
calendar year.
Of this, $45,033 will come from
the general fund, the largest
item in this category being $34,180 for police division salaries.

City income tax, capital improvement fund, and electric
system, water and sewer revenue funds supply the remaining
$6,354.25 in appropriations.
Council also passed an ordinance authorizing the director of1
utilities to enter into mutual aid
agreements with other municipalities in event of emergencies
involving municipal electrical
systems.
Lyle Wright, director of utili-

ties, said aid agreements would
be entered into as needed, with
Bowling Green agreeing to provide service crews to otner area
municipalities should they require aid, in return for the ability to request aid from other
municipalities in event of an
emergency in Bowling Green.
MAYOR BRUCE Bellard requested council set up a sidewalk commission and decide on
a meeting. Council member Wil-

liam Herald, Ward 4, said the
first meeting had been scheduled for 7 p.m. Oct. 18, at the
City Administrative Services
Budding, 304 North Church
Street.
The Callithumpian parade will
be held Oct. 27 at the junior high
school. Bellard said area children choose to go to the parade
or to go trick-or-treating, which
will be the same night. University Greek organizations are

helping to put on the parade,
Bellard said.
Municipal Administrator Wesley Hoffmansaid formal dedication ceremonies for the fire
station at the corner of Thurstin
and East Court Streets would be
held October 28 at 1 p.m., with a
public open house at 2 p.m.
Huffman said Roger Wise,
president of Wood Television
Corporation, had agreed to attend the Nov. 5 council meeting

to answer questions about Wood
Television's expansion of cable
service. Wise is expanding service to all areas of the city, as
well as two miles out Brim Road
and to Portage. Wise said Thursday the system has a 62-channel
capability and should be completed by March 1985.
Public Works Director David
Barber said construction was
underway at Carter Park, with
public restrooms started.

Housing coordinator brings new ideas to job
by Dln» Horwedel
staff reporter

Tania Stewart is bringing
new ideas to a new job.
Stewart, off-campus housing
coordinator, has a job that the
Student Consumer Union previously handled.
Stewart said a centralized of-

fice was established at the end of
July to provide information on
housing opportunities for students who live off campus.
One of Stewart's tasks is to
compile a list of students who
need roommates. Through the
service, roommates can be
found.
The Off-Campus Housing Of-

fice provides information for
residence hall programs of
rights and responsibilities of
tenants for students considering
off-campus housing. It will also
sponsor an off-campus housing
fair in January.
Stewart said she cannot refer
students to a particular landlord

for legal reasons, but she tries to
make students aware of housing
opportunities available. For further information, students are
referred to the Student Consumer Union.
STEWART SAID many students have used the service about 300 since the office

opened. This does not include
those who called the office for
assistance with landlord or
roommate problems.
Stewart does not handle landlord-tenant disputes. She said
she tries to mediate small problems, but if it is a legal matter,
she refers students to the Student Legal Service.
Stewart helped relocate students after the Haven House
fire.

"We helped students who
knew about the office; we were
able to help a lot of them get a
place, but a lot of them didn't
know about us," said Stewart.
She said she tried to keep
students who wanted to continue
being roommates together.
Groups of four were placed in
buildings owned by Newlove
Realty Inc. and some pairs were
kept together in on-campus
housing.

OUTING
Students audition
CENTER
9

Pilot.
The Better
Ballpoint

to be Bud's Buddy

TENTS • SLEEPING BAGS • STOVES
•COOLERS

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!
by Denlse Erwln
assistant copy editor

Equipment can be reserved by
contacting the Outing Center

While many University students were breaking in the
weekend being a study buddy or
drinking buddy, the University
Activities Organization was
breaking in new talent.

at 372-2486
OUTING CENTER HOURS
Mon 1210-5
Fri 12"-5
For pick up & lelurn ol equipment

When it runs out
you won't have to.

Locatsd In Union Buckey Room

The exciting Pilot ballpoint. It's got everything
going for it. Smoother writing. Specially designed
finger ribbing for continual writing comfort.
Stainless steel point. Tnngsltn carbide ball. Perfectly balanced. A choice of medinm or fine
points. And best of all...yoe'll never throw it ont.
Jist slip in a 39c refill and von 're ready to write
again. So next time
yoir old scratchy
see-thra pea ma
ont, ™n ont and gel
the best. The Wc
Pilot ballpoint pea. THE BETTER BALLPOINT

Auditions to "Be Bud's
Buddy" were held Friday night
in the Alumni Room of the
Union. A $50 contract was
awarded to Chet Cunningham,

CONGRATULATIONS TO
THE 1984-85 FALCONETTES
Kris Metzger
Jennifer Miller
Amy Moore
Julie Ruehl
Jill Schaefer
Janet Schneider
Shelly Strow
Martha Thompson
Vicki Todd

Jennifer Astore
Patrice Balok
Anne Bonner
Angela Brennan
Beth Del Maramo
Joy Franciscus
Laura Hoag
Julie Hoover
Suzanne Hopp

LPILOT

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES
BUILDING

The Falconettes, BGSU'S precision skating team will perform between the first 8 second periods
of the following home hockey games: Sat., Nov. 3; Fri.. Dec. 7; Fri.. Jan. 25; Sat.. Feb.9.

junior theater major, whose act
included pantomime and little
skits.
"He's fantastic," said Jennifer Bowles, chairwoman of the
event. "I was really impressed.
They were all good, though, they
really were."
Contestants performed potential opening acts, ranging from
standup comedy to kazoo and
satirical music, for the Larry
"Bud" Melman concert Dec. 2.
"We had a real good response," said Bowles. 'It's been
funny signing up all these crazy
people. It's like working with a
bunch of clowns."
The performers were judged
by members of the UAO Spotlight Entertainment Committee
for professionalism, audience
response, comic ability, originality and audience interaction.
Eight people auditioned and
were allowed 20 minutes each.
Ray me Marcozzi, sophomore
radio-television-film major, and
Brian Gingerich, sophomore international studies major, said
their team audition is a very
original act. Gingerich accompanies their singing with guitar
and Marcozzi adds a little kazoo.
"A girl who'd heard us serenade one of the women's dorms
suggested we audition," Gingerich said.

)OOOOOOOO0OOOOOO0O0OOOO0OO0O0OO00O00O000O00O0OOO0OOOO

ATTENTION SENIORS!!!

EXPERIENCE the fun and
adventure of...

——— Nomination Forms For —i-—

WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

SCUBA

are now available at the Office of Student
Activities & Orientation
405 Student Services
NOMINATE YOURSELF OR A FRIEND!

sign up or call the
REC CENTER

372-2711

VISI

Congratulations on a job well done
• Outstanding Committee Members of the Month

SEE THE GREAT PUT-ONS, OVER
1.000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL

•
•
•
•

88

BIFOCAL
LENS
ar.d
FRAME

88

Get the moil careful and professional lining and service
Frames and Lenses from the finest available sources
Unlimited selection of frame styles at the same price ■ over 1000 to choose from
E ,S
Exam priced separately "
V
'""mined by
Dr. Kenneth G. Baker, O.D.
Standard clear glass 8 400 to 200 Cyl
Alt MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WEICOME

inqton
Optical INC.

jgp&

•TRAINING SPONSORED BY PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DIVING INSTRUCTORS (PADI)
•FEE IS LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF MOST SCUBA COURSES
•FEE INCLUDES ALL SUPPIES, EQUIPMENT USAGE, AND AIR FILLS
•OPTIONAL FLORIDA TRIP FOR CERTIFICATION

NOMINATION DEADLINE: WED: OCT. 24, 1984

SINGLE
VISION
LENS and
FRAME

A
w)

:
•
•
e
•
•

Administrative:
Wendy Corder
Steve Reeder
Campus Films:
Stephanie Steirn
Mary Lisa Linsley

e
e
e

: Exhibits:
Linda Curry

1616 E WOOSTER
STADIUM PLAZA
BOWliNG GRKN OHIO

e
e

J

352-2533
a

Games:
Gary Kappelman
Jackie Morris

Lectures:
Greg Arpajianc
Outdoor Rec:
Pete Lorenzetti
Jackie Truini
Performing Arts ••
Brian Stowe
Carol Labajetta
Susan French
Publications:
Shari Gates
Denise Baron

Public Relations:
Rita Stevens
Libby Hinds

e

:e
••

e
e
e
e
e

ie
e

Publicity:
Lisa Wellington
June Hennes

•
•e•

e
e
e
e
e
Spotlight:
•e
e
Mary Ann Koch
e
Jennifer Page
e
•
Arthur Fowler Xn/'W' \ e
e
)i** *e
•e

fuKiW/

•
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WRQN radio moves to new studio Interviews said to be
by Don Lee
staff reporter

The carpet's not all down
vet and boxes are stacked in
the corner, but radio station
WRQN has been on the air
from its new studio, 1007 N.
Main St., since Sept. 30.
The station was broadcasting from a trailer next to its
transmitter tower on Gypsy
Lane Road, south of the city.
Before that, the studio was
in an older building at 143 E.

Wooster St. which was "practically condemned," said
Denny Schaffer, program director and morning announcer for WRQN.
The building was being repaired in May when, according to Schaffer, "we had a
monsoon. It was raining on
DJs, on equipment, on everything.
"Nothing was really damaged and it didn't affect our
performance on the air at all,
But it's not something you
want to have happen. That's

when we moved to the trailer."
The trailer was "100 percent temporary until we
found something better,"
Schaffer said.
"WHEN SHE got windy,
you could feel it (in the trailer)," said Bill Mitchell, music director and afternoon
announcer. "It wasn't a
whole lot of fun (but) it was
interesting. Always exciting."
Schaffe
:fer and Mitchell said
they like the new stand-up

BG News/ Susan Cross

New Location

Steve Mason, news director, waits to make his newscast while Denny Schaffer. program director, works as a
disc jockey at WRQN's new building on Main Street.

DJ's console in the new building.
''When you stand up it's
easier to breathe and you're
much more alert," said
Schaffer.
Mitchell agreed, adding,
"You've got room to move
around... and get crazy. It's
just tops."
The station decided to move
into more permanent quarters with winter coming on,
said Neal Nussbaum, president of TMF Inc. of Monticello, Ind., the station's
owners.
He said rent for the new
building is about the same as
for the trailer, and the cost
will be less over time because
the building is more efficient
and cheaper to heat.
ALL NECESSARY equipment has been installed in the
new building and only the
redecorating must be finished, said Kirk Kern, operations manager. He said the
station is planning an open
house for the new studio before Jan. 1, hoping to have it
coincide with the holidays.
WRQN, 93.5 FM, is the apparent leader in the Bowling
Green-Toledo radio market,
said Mark Knapp, research
director for the station.
"I haven't finished my research yet, but it looks like
WRQN is going to be on the
top" in the area, with WIOT
(FM 104) second, Knapp said
Thursday.
Knapp said WRQN reaches
a predominantly Bowling
Green-Toledo audience between the ages of 18 and 25.

October 23

United Way
People Helping People

by J. Douglas Gumick
staff reporter

Over 4,300 students have taken
part in the University Placement Service this year, attending various workshops and job
skills training seminars.
This year, the office requires
seniors using the placement
service to attend a series of
meetings stressing the importance of resume writing, interviewing techniques ancf other
job skills.
JoAnne Kroll, placement director, said the meetings have
been a success. "At 'Superstart
Saturday' (a one-day meeting on
interviewing techniques, resume writing and job-hunting
techniques), we had 2,381 students attend the meeting," she
said. "That really is great."
However, she added she would
like to see more students concentrating on getting interviews
this semester, because they
miss out on crucial job possibilities in the fall.
"We have scheduled 25 more
companies for interviews this
year," she said. "The bulk of
interview opportunities occurs
in the fall, if people wait until
second semester to interview,
they're missing out on some
excellent opportunities."
KROLL ALSO stressed not all

Caribbean Conference
1:30 - 4:00 - Alumni Room,
Union

crucial to placement

7:30- 10:00- 112
Life Science

Speakers are: Irving Louis Horowitz, Hannah Arendt, Kempton B.
Jenkins, R. Bruce McColm, and Nick Eberstadt

CLASS MEETNG
HOURS OF CREDT:
REQUREMENTS:

Goals:

It's been a long time Twenty-four years,
) and there hasn't been a sensible new option
in birth control.
Until Today.'" Today, the 24-hour
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women
lave been using for over 20 years.
The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
With The Sponge, you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects.
And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more
effective* It's been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million
Sponges have been sold.
Of course, you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the 3-pack or convenient
12-pack
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes-with someone
to talk to: our 24-hour Today TalkLine. If you have any questions, or you're just
wondering if The Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give
us a call at 800-223-2329. (In California. 800-222-2329.)
Finally, you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need. But,
best of all, you have another choice you never had before.^
Until Today.

$

SAVE L00

ON TWO 3-PACKS OR ONE 12-PACK.
To Consumer L mi one coupon per pufCMJM Gtod only on products oesionjied Consumer p**s
sue: m to fewer We — rcMwH iw M itce ><M of tin coupon pkrs I OS ruwfino
pnwM nut mr W II* consumer rare coapUM Ml trie terms ot our coupon oner tins
coupon rs pood one/ siren mmnid 01 rou Irom i consumer et lime ol purchasing the
spKr'wO product Any otner use constitutes tijud Hedemptens not n
tnrwqn Inkers or other outside agencies Mvoicts snowing your
purduH ol ssufliaw slot* to cow «coupons musi ge sfaw upon
•guest Wad it ownowo uted or CSIKIM lias coupon m non
njnsieuee non issoniw non reprorkenk Can y*w I. Mm pi

S13bb1001M0
Offer E»rim Vll/W

"Clinical rests h.i*»'u»n,lik!t'J tlttl
ptxl m .innujl emrvntYncvi ut<- |4 rW^I".. it thc\ u*c trw Tixiav Sp>*nnc city—entry
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She said although the economy may be strong this election
year, economists she has spoken
with expect a recession at the
beginning of next year. This
may be reflected in a hiring
slowdown next term.
"Our economy appears to be
bouncing back, but it is hard to
tell how long that may last,"
Kroll said. "That is another
good reason to interview now;
Sou never know what to expect
i the spring."
This year's program has a
new service emphasizing feedback from interviewers, so students can learn how they did in
interviews and meet with the
Placement Office personnel to
develop skills.
Kroll said interviewing is a
learning process and students
should be willing to take risks by
not limiting interviews to one
type of company or field.
"Students have already invested tens of thousands of dollars (in their education)-; this is
the pay-off time," Kroll said.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF SPRING SEMESTER OFFERING
POLITICAL SCIENCE 337 (3526)
GLOBAL FOOD POLITICS
(formerly Food Resource Politics)
INSTRUCTION: John G. Merriam

For more information call UAO, 372-2343.

IN 1960,THE PILL GAVE
WOMEN A NEW FREEDOM.
IN 1984,THE SPONGE GIVES
WOMEN A NEWCHOICE

interview slots are being filled.
Last year, students camped out
for openings. This year, a student who misses "first-choice"
sign-ups can go to the Placement Office and sign up.
"If a slot is left open, it is a
wasted opportunity for some
student. It is a great chance that
is being missed," Kroll said.

11.30-1:00 T.R.
3
No prerequisite. Reccommended
tor students In political science,
environmental groups, philosophy, International economics and
marketing, home economics and
geography.
We will study the politics ol food
aid, the related problem of world
hunger, and how domestic and
international political processes
affect the food production and
food security through governmental legislation, agency regulation,
and international agreement in
an independent world.

For further Information: Contact Dr. John G. Merriam,
Department of Political Science. 372-2921, ext. 26.

glemby now
Macy's has Glemby perms at
great 3Q% savings in October!

Start the fall out right with 30% off a Realistic Great
Feeing™ Acid Ph perm. Gel a no-fuss hair style with loads
of big soft, curls and body Leaves your hair in beautiful
condition Permanents include shampoo, style and conditioning
rinse Hair-cut not included
Guys and Dolls perm - Reg $35. sale 24.50
Greal Feeling perm - Reg $45. sale 31.50
Call your nearesi Macy's now for a Glemby salon appointment
Beauty Salon (0279)

nracys

Classifieds
CUSSBEDS: » KH ue.
FCM torn TYPE cussm
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Ever have the delare to Hue in another stale?

Hatoween Cards

Picture yourself attending one of 70 cohegee

Jeans N Things
631 RUgo

In the US without paying out-of-state reeel
The NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE (NSE)

oAlBfJtl PEP. M. *DVBITtSt«i OEUUfc 1*0 OHS M AWAKE IT 4 P* OJfWCITY EVWTS

allows you to take ooureee not ottereo' al
KM Trf FUST Mr HB Of

CMAdOt SUSSEOUOT «6 CHIMED IY PEGOuU M1E SOU.

BQSU and explore another perl ol the

aMKsn pucawr SCKDUIE AWWS a T* msi uswo EVOT OTHEP. WSOAT.

country. Open Information session
Tueeday, Oct-1S al 4:S0, Town Room,
Union. Can't attend? Celt the Center
tor Educational Options 372-Otoa.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER •

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
American Marketing AssocloMon

LAGE GREEN I HEARD YOU WERE JAMMING

NEW ORLEANS IN THE SPRING?
Want to go? Then sen those raffle llckeull

TO MY ALBUM AND I KNOW YOU CAN KEEP
UP THE GOOD WORK YOU CAN HAVE A
100* ATTENDANCE RATE IF YOU TRY!

John Hancock Spolkghl
Peace Corp at Union Halfway A Tart Room. Eve.

OCTOBER 17. 1»M
WEDNESOAY, NOVEMBER 7
SCHEDULINO ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEW APAetna Lrle » Casualty ID

LEAVING: THURSDAY NIGHT NOV. IS

1S44290 OR LEAVE YOUR NAME * PHONE
NUMBER IN OCMB 13508 ALL AMA

John Hancock Ineurance 111

Wednesday October 17. 1984. « 4:00 pm

May Dept Stores Co (1-112)

at N E

Red Lobster (11
Roadway Express (2)
US Navy (1)

Commons Al regrstrsnts must have a

Rrsl Cl«xce Interview Card in order to participala m ma first day ol Man upe Aflat the Krai
day. aludenla and alunxWaa may sign-up lot

MEMBERS t FRIENDS WELCOME.

Col 354-3355.

MOPE YOU CAN JOIN USII

Found:

ATTENTION AMERICAN MARKETING ASSO-

1

dorm key In BA bUg 3:30 Wed
GO FOR ITI
JOM THE ORIENTATION TEAM

mterviews from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p m. at ma
Unrversity Placemanl Services. 360 Student

WOMEN'S WRISTWATCH - GOLD

PULSAR QUARTZ

IN BA 101

PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN

ON FRIDAY

Lost: American flag on the day ot the anti-

at 354-1576.

THE RUSH! ALSO. THERE ARE PLENTY OF

FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY, GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354-309S

RIDES

.10* Student Rec Center

HELPi I need a ride to and/or from Chicago the

Congratulations on your engagement to Bill

American Graduate Schl . Int'l Mgmt (1)

eeekend of 10(20 win help wtth gaa. conversation, munchies and fun I HAVE to get home

H lor any reason you cannot keep your appoint

FrienoTy Ice Cream Corp. (1)
K-Mari Corporation |1)

ment,

Roadway Express (2)

Hope Homecoming le Fentastlc aa well ea the

Stouffers (2)

reel ol your year, aa an AQD. I'm so excited
your my little Alpha Gam Love and Mine. Big

the University Placement
one

The telephone number la 372-2356 Failure to
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9

do so we: be considered Insufficient Notice

Heidi.

Cassette tapes, papers, resumes

Little Eieen OConner.

OhloDept Of Youth Services (1)
Yrtka Foods (1)

AX Love, Your Big

Abortion, pregnancy teats, student rates Center for Choice, downtown Toledo

Oct

Fafture to appear for a scheduled interview wM

17 RESUME WRfTINQ

reeul in immediate suspension of your sign-up
privileges lor the next recruiting pe'iod You are
required to sand a letter of apology to me

11 30

Absolutely confidential

This session provides you with Information on
how to construct an effective resume and how

Heartbeat 241-9131

1

THE MEETING ANO SELL. SELL. SELL!!'
Garage Sale 31

20 9em-5pm. Ocl 21

12 noon-

Fabutoue deele. furniture, baby items,

who twice fas* to honor thek interview commit-

How Would You Uke To wm A Top For Two To

EARN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR

Chicago? The American Marketing Association

PROVEN

le conducting Ha fal rattle! Grand Prize le a trip

HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO

tor two lo Chicago or $250 00 In Cash

OBLIGATION?

Get

Electronic Data Systems |1|

This is your

Help Wanted. 19 and over Apply efter 2 pm

It's nol loo late to «>i in on al the lun sailor's

Mr. Botanglea 893 s Mam

tonight 9pm In 222 MSC

VOLUNTEERS
For kxrnasarn workshop Trsinlng meeting
Tues. noon, m 105UH

brushing. Parttime rixttme position in Toledo.

Went to cut your study time In hart? Thirds?

Fn Oct. 26 S Sat. Oct 27
Al events FREE
except Phi Glass

In the WhHs House (14t S. College)! Cart

world hunger wl be shown
McFal Aaaembly Rm

12-3 p.m

In

WE LOVE YOU

16

NCR Corporation (2)

12-3pm Compton Hal Mam Lounge

OSU. MBA Program (1)

Experience the tun and adventure ot

Stale Farm Insurance (2)

SCUBA

Toucne. Ross « Co (5)

ottered (additional sections wil be added it
needed)

BK3DAR.

and work places end also to reform home end

YOU ARE THE BEST BIO ANYBODY COULD

You're the greatest friend end roommalel FS I

EVER HAVE ASKED FOR I LOVE YOU

think Is time lor a Paul GH! Love Murd

Tues

PRETTY" SMILE LOVE YOUR UL'KIM

THE

conference with a panel ol experts on World

PLEDGES

OF

SIGMA

PHI

EPSILON

Ocl

16 la Work) Food Day

A video

Hunger wl be shown from 12-3 pm In McFal
Assembly Room

The Falcon Marching Band'

PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN

THE FRATERNITY WHO BECAME THEIR BIG
BROTHERS ON THURSDAY
THANKS FOR
EVERYTHING!

Marathon OK Co (2)

$600 ee

NCR Corporation (1)

Bands at 372-2181

your album or

cassette today)

Charge thru the Bursar.

406 STUDENT SERVICES

Only

Call U

SEARCH. BOX 9128C. TOLEDO. OH 43697

Hunger wl be shown.and a local speaker wl
answer questions afterwards

one big tamay lui of love . laughter and good

Compton Hal Mam Lounge

amee Have a greet weekend Love Hek»

WM you be e victim of Kidnap 64?

TONYM

0.0 Kidnap Oct

Alere welcome'

JEANS N THINGS

LOVE

CONGRATS NEW NMPC CABINETI
PRESIOENT-LEAH WAGNITZ
VICE-PRESIDENT- AUSA ZBilMERMAN
SECRETARY-MICHELL MILLER

TUTORING

TREASURER-NATALEE DOODS
PUBUCITY-CARRIE ROADS

THOSE

HOMECOMING

26

PAPERS,

OON'T YOU?
REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW
THROUGH OCT. 24 AT 5:00 PM

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL

FOR SALE

BOWLING ENTRIES DUE
IN 108 REC CENTER BY
4 P.M. OCT

RusseTa Sweats
$11 25
Rec Center Pro Shop

17

FUND RAISING—OENISE AVER
UNITY-KRtSTY CLEMENTS

OAKHLWST LEAPaUJNO CENTER

SOHOLARSHa?—PAM FERANCE

Fouta Typing
excefent quality

COMMUNITY SERVICE-ANNE MCNARY
IFMDC REP -STEPHANIE NELSON

Autumn is here! Reduoed green feea Student
9 holes MF J2 75
Sale on everything In Pro Shop

U-Detver
80''pg DS

PARUAMENTARIAN—JEANNIE BISHOP

Forrest Creeaon GoH Course

Battele Columbus Labs (1)

Greek Sweets

Citicorp Retail Services (1)

Congratulallona Anna Parker a Bob Wade on

JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM

On-Campua pick-up

your engagement We're so happy for you. We

Sewn on lettering

PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN

Russell Heavyweight sweets

40S STUDENT SERVICES

Lake Erie Sports

a) It true you can buy jeeps for S44 through the

FRI0AY, NOVEMBER 2

Marathon Oil Co (1)

$i/pg
Mrs Fouls, 689-2579

Moore Business Forms (1)
Vs>Pak(1|

hope the future holds only the best
both' Marlon » Howard

FREE mlo about book "Obtain Maximum Col-

Al your typing needs

Central Transport (1)

prompt a professional
352-4017 Clara

CF Airfreight (1|

Late trie Sports
DANA COCCHtOLA

OF YOUR CHOICE

|

ORQ Meeting

J

Wed. 10/17 8 p.m.

1 lol

PEST*

ONI i OUPONPI* *>,«./.

352-5166

voitriBest P/.-Q^BC

Nicest

Close

1978Datsun B-210
Good Condition, snows
AM-FM. $1650 00 352-6074
1984

Bike

and accessory clearance sale

Lowest prices of the year1 Purcel's Bike Shop
131 W Woostet IDowntown) 352-6264

SISTERS OF CHI OMEGA: THANKS
MENT YOU'VE GIVEN US DURING

Philip Gaos Ensemble
Oct 27 st 8pm

FOR RENT

TO BE A PART OF XOII LET'S

KoDecker Hal

GET PSYCHED FOR CHEE-OH

3720171 lor tickets

LOVE, CHI OMEQA PLEDGES

Wanted: 1 F roommate to share 2 bdrm apt.

ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW
THROUGH OCT 34, 5:00 PM

U-pIck your design
Late Erie Sports

All utIUtles Incl. 1130.00 month Spring eamestet. Cell 354-41M.
Desperately need 2/3 lemele roommates spring
OPTI,
I LOVE YOU, AND YOU DION T RUIN ANYTHWG THANKS FOR CARING SOOO MUCH

semester 01364-7505
1 or 2 person apartment available for sublease
Need Money? Why not sol Avon

For more

YOU MEAN THE WORLD TO ME
LOVE, PESS'

mlormetlon please cal Phyla al 352-5833.

PART TIME, I need 10 people who want to

PADRE, CORPUS CHRISTI/PORT

supplement their incomes

chase Tours "Break From The Books winter
and spring ski and sea trips available NOW!

26-50% profit on

every sate. Exceptional opportunity that wR
make you feel greet

Cal John after 4:30 1-

756-3298.
Hush Alpha Sigma Phi

1

STEAMBOAT.

DAYTONA

BEACH.

SOUTH

A'

Sun- "

New Year's Eve ski week from $155. Daytona
from $69. Padre from $78, Corpue Chnetl/Port
A' irorn $79. HURRY eel Suncheee Toura lol

UaWITuea Oct. 16 from 7:00 to 9:00 pm

free for more mlormetlon

1-800-321-5911,

al are welcome.

local (303) 493-6703 or contact a Suncheee

Wkay aemeeter Close to campus 354-3231
2 BDRM FURN APT TO SUBLEASE

AVAIL-

ABLE DEC 24th to MAY 29th $260 MONTH
10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS

CALL AT

353-2321 AFTER 5 PM.
Female Wanted to sublease upper pert ol
house. Own spacious bedroom Close to campus N Prospect Only $120 per mo. plus 1/4
ol gaa Cal Glna after 4 00 pm 362-2630.
Available aa soon ss possible or lor spring
mimr-slPi

Campus Representsttve or your local Travel

^F,
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SI
54
50
6T

50

64
6ft
66
69
70
71
72
73

Ona*if.dofc«f"
Oo<V
Denuded
WcaMi s a*im
miog couun
BuckayaSiala
ThaPtMBOl
Paulina tla>
Divmg bud
Nam* m
cosmetics
Cupid
FoOdK'ApS
Untfa'tlandl
luw

DOWN
i Ooan-moulriad
»ta»a
2 To tha ahaiiatact
MM
3 Eauipmani
4 BiH*(
ft
poal-ca
6 Saiby
; Muvcal
compotilion
6 ftgnmano paga
9 inqunad
10 E»'l» «u1o
11 An Comb lo-m
12 Pulaway
13 Cornucopia

-•»
•aymfl

r p~" P"^ i~

I-

r—

'!

"

■n

-

BBr^

'

1 ■

Agency TODAY!

GMAT GRE L8AT

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
i OriMr*B*00OM
5 Marketplace i<>
oMJAtrtem
10 RechlaM
U OurnnMi
15 Knowtfti
16 PrtMn*4)tr
17 Thej Good Eld"
author
19 Coptd
70 St(»nge
2< BM-jn
2i MoW Ot What t
My Lin*1
26 Po*ma
27 Col'OffftOJt
JOCK**
32 Jois
36 WallKf.
37 Panlataucr.
39 Oi« lo«h
•0 Da«itr.g Gay
NmetHt* DO"
■mtynl
44 Agjioji
4ft
Ma.«*>r,t
Day
46 LincM"
47 SmaHa.1
49 rtof a lo a two«t>

•TaafV8*BkB*aJaBl

,0

536-3701

stssr

25- Draught Beer at Mr

Worried
you might have

Srrad
Soup of a ton
CilyotNWSpam
Railroad ca*>ta>9
Foot **m
Slia-QMan
Lanai
Aaianonnca*
Ran cania* on ma
Miasou'i
34 King ol Pnrygia
3ft Writing
Mnptamanta
36 Concaalt
41 E»anda
42 VtnuStM
'
43 1976 Nobfliisl for
irlaralura Saul

394-3540

ll

MAIN ST Saturday night
T-SHIRTS •' T-SHIR'iS •• T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTeS, ETC

All Methode ot Birth Control
Pregnancy Tests • Pap Teats
Annual Exams ■ Vesectomiee
VD Diagnosis • InletrtiWy Counseling

UNIVERSITY THEATRE

F—a are based on you Income

PRESENTS

STORY THEATRE

Paah
Hignat in ranh
Da n a ol aong
Citat iliy
UnacCOmoaniM
parlo'manca
57 None god
58 Tumult
59 Compula* mpwt
61 Orowwta'y
62 snon i*c"et
63Pauta
86 Rwaror saa
67 '
Syipnidaa

October 17-20,1984
. i in

ets$1

'atlhed

128 N rV\AIN LX3WNTOWN

MCA RECORDS

TT

MN WITHOUT HATS
FOLK OF THE 'Sue (RWT Bf)
»i,«i MMnnsexiloi

; KW» •

Worid Food Day
NO BULL!

it

R

fu-

a $ 100 allowance Beat
Your admission price gives you
s chance to wm

WIZARD GRAPHICS 364-3098

1

fi

Hey Dudes S Duoettes'
Win a Free weekend tor 2 at
the Perrysburg French Quarter

FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED

.!
•i

* sdd 893 S. Mam

VD?

46
52
53
55
56

i!

Bolangles, Tuesday

thru Thursday 7-11 p m only time draught beer

Cellatnend
al Planned Parenthood

18
22
24
2ft
27
26
29
3t
33

,11

lo

FOR THE SUPPORT 4 ENCOURAGEPLEDGING! WE'RE REALLY EXCITED

Archery Room
Rec Center
Eric Walker
354-8448

expires 12-31-84

Seme.

CALL JEFF at 354-7676

Floor Shirt.

0$K -0' l *•'*- vO»"«9

for Spring

OVERHAULED > PAINTED JET BLACK

312-742-114? 0X1 1794.

you the HAPPIEST BIRTHDAY EVERM Thanks

REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR

Raquet Ball Club

BG'

FOR SALE FUJI GRAN TOUR 12 SPD BIKE
GO FOR ITI

U.S. government? Gel the facts today! Cal I

It's your birthday, so kH me be the fist to wish

hope lor Love. Cossen

j

In

campua. ask lor Todd lor doles. 354-7933

Best selection In town

for everything! You're the dearest friend I could

1 FREE ITEm

House

NlkeComeraa

Houston. TX 77025 Phone (713) 668-7699

Boer* Gee |2)

Male or Female wanted to sublease
Gollera!!

Cowl ahoe sale

lege Fineness Aid'' SCA, 3641 Deal. Dept CO.

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 5

Love ya

Cal tor an Interview

12-3 pm Tues In

READING - GRAMMAR — COMPOSITION
CALL 874-3349 AFTER 6pm

Owens-ianolsl.1)
Seidman a Setdmen (2)

pm M-F Starting salary $180 wk Travel and
appt 241-9093
Work for social end eco
nomlc juatce and compete tor it

conference wtth a panel of experts on World

kin Colleen got Jen and I got Ben, we wB be

BASIC MATH - ALGEBRA - CALCULUS

Ashland cm Co 12)

A video

The Hme hea Unsay come lor us to be official

16

531 RldBe
GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AX) FOR
DETAILS
WRITE
ACADEMIC
RE-

Oct. 16 a Work) Food Day

LilS*11 Tues Oct

Check us for low saV screening prices

SERVICES OFFERED

New York Lite Insurance (1) added

Tues

term foredoaure laws Part time employment
possible Hours ere approximately 1 p m to 10
advancement possible

Push Alpha Sigma Phi
From 7 00 to 9 00 pm

Timken Company |1)

OPtC la

fighting to hold down sky rocketing energy

WOULD UKE TO THANK THE MEMBERS OF

order

STUDENT ACTTvTST

our community education program

00 FOR m

Capture the excitement of the 1984 season,

IMMEDIATE JOB OPENINGS
The Ohio Pubac Interest Campaign a hiring
bright, articulate, and dedicated people to staff

costs, control toxic wests in our environment

SMARTZ, I don't know what I'd do without ya!

JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM.

Delortte. Haskms S Seia 131

Toucne. Rose* Co (1|

153 words per minute

372-2711

COM DOC 12)

Government Jobs
SI6.55O-50.553(yr.
Now hiring. Your sree.
Cell 605-617-6000 Ext. R-SM9.

1966 •- two (2) sections

Sign up or cos the Rec Center

WEDNESOAY, OCTOBER 11

per week 8am to noon Toledo- 665-2400

Speed

A video conference wtth a

Marathon Oa Co (2)

panel ol experts on world hunger wil be shown
A local speaker w* speak loaowmg the video.

Colgate Palmoive Co (1)
Marathon Oil Co (1)

In

Help wanted for typing & filing 2 to 3 mornings

Range ol gaine to 600 words per minute
Spring Semester

Work) Food Day
Tuesday Oct

American Graduate Schl (1|

course

2 hour

Average gain
DANA COCCHrOLA""
THE SALES STAFF

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 30

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 1

Sign up for EDCI

101, a credited

Reading Unexo commercial reeding programs.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

A video conference with a panel of experts on

Black 4 Decker (1)

commercial reading outfits

level materiel faster, wrxie increasing comprehension

Work) Food Day

F W WoofworthCo. (1)

There at no need to pay hundreds of doears to

New MuaK Feetival 5

EDC1101 teaches you to read difficult college

Tuesday Oct. 16

Arthur Young 1 Co (4)

865-2400

SLOW READER?

FORUM. STUDENT SERVICES
Qok) Ckcle Stores (2)

LAGUNAS P.O

chance to go to the Windy Crtyii

SPONSORED BY CHARITIES BOARD. vTP

J C Penney Co (2)

SEND

BOX 25791, CHICAGO. H- 60626-0791

17

Artist experienced in keykning. layout 1 air

you ihlnk mom can handle ft? We'N see you

11-4

MONDAY. OCTOBER 28

FROM

DETAILS

STAMPED ENVELOPE TO:

Oct.

Thank God I'm Homelll

Anna > Bob, Congrata on your engagement
Two Alpha Slg-00 weddings In one yeer. Do

OCTOBER 24

PROGRAM

FREE

the BA Forum Wed

THROUGH 0CT.24 AT 6:00 PM

Aaalatant Director.

PUMPKIN SALE

the remainder ol the academic year

ENVELOPE

your tickets now from any member or stop by

My Htna Serberten.

Unrversrty Placement Center.

menta w« be denied Interviewing privileges for

HELP WANTED

Teen Center. Fakgrounde

PERSONALS

Presentor Marie Tanebe

Aval now I female needed to shore 2-bdrm
apt $110/mo S elec 354-7654

RECEIVED YOUR TICKETS YET. STOP BY

Cuts

ployers

Any student

cal 354-

HAVEN'T

to best represent yourself to prospective em-

employer and fas a copy of this letter with me

ap.

ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW

Thmk your pregnant? Free test a help

Home Ec Living Center. Home Ec Bldg

$100 month. Fum

7696.

REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR

419-256-

7769

NO SHOW POLICY

YOU

Semester

have!! Come to the Sailing Club's meeting

I could not have gotten e racer IMel!

Nancy 3520809

signup period

Loee, The Slater, of Tee Ian Bsasti

Tucker Typing a Word Processing

Two instances of Insufficient Notice w» result in
forfeiture of aign-up prtvUedgee lor the next

Earnest. Beet Wishes to you both.

LKtteBen

Cal Cathy 372-4891

US Navy (1)

work day BEFORE your scheduled interview

IF

Male Roomete wanted to sublease lor Spring

h.h.. clothes, books, plus more, baked goods

nterview scheduled al the time ot sign-up.

Services office no later than 9:00 am

PfCK UP.

BG Coop Nursery School
4pm

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER I
A credential Form must be submitted tor each

TICKETS TO

lamBaa Oct

entries due. Oct. 17

Services Budding

FORMAL
16
IN

MCFALL CENTER COME EARLY ANO BEAT

Intramural Bowling: Women's

Peace Corp at Union Hallway

IN MAY BE MADE AFTER THE
MEETING
TUESDAY
OCTOBER

408 STUDENT SERVICES

Reagan Raty Probably loal al Memorial Hal or
Student SErvees If found please contact Laurt

CIATION MEMBERS RAFFLE TICKET TURN-

T-SHIRTS ■ • T-SHIRTS * ■ T-SHIRTS

OCT 5 AT 3 30 CAR 364-8426

Waatnghouae Corporation (2)
Stoutfer Spotlight

WANTED

Lost: levf Jacket aba 44 Name Inside. Reward

FOUND

Economics Laboratory (1)

me penodol October 29. 1984. wi be held on

Placement Services

412 E WOOSTER

ARE YOU?

WANT TO KNOW MORE? CALL GARY AT

10110 Cat BB at 372-4330 to Jdenofy

POINTMENTS
The flrsi dsy ol sign-ups lor mtervtewa during

University

WE'RE GOINGIM...

WHERE: TORONTO

LOST & FOUND

Ubby Owens Ford Co 11)
18. 1984

PLACEMENT BULLETIN «3

can

expires Oct 26. 1984
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT

RETURNING: SUNDAY AFTERNOON NOV. IB
Vmstron World Induslnes (1)

please

and coffee. Monday-Friday
9 a.m to 1 p.m. only with this sd

AMERICAN MIRKETINO ASSOCIATION

Y B Fat? Love Richard Simmons

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Oct

S1 19 BREAKFAST
Bacon or sausage. 2 egga, toaat

HEY YOU SUM AND TRIM FOXES OF VIL-

ONtY

They're BIGGER
than ever!
Eli in or Carry Out.

KINKO'S do.a
off**, quality
copies

Tues.,Oct. 16
12-3 pm

Compton Hall
Main Lounge
Video Conference

kinkes
Along with thousands
of othtr groat soloctions.

w/a panel of
experts speaking
on world hunger

